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GENERIC STABILITY PROPERTIES OF

PERIODIC POINTS

BY

K. R. MEYER«

Abstract. A classification of the periodic points of a generic area-perserving

diffeomorphism which depends on a parameter is given. The stability properties of

each periodic point in the classification is decided.

1. Introduction. This paper is a sequel to [3]. In the previous paper a classifica-

tion of the periodic points of a generic area-preserving diffeomorphism which

depends on a parameter was given. The bifurcation or branching of these periodic

points was analyzed in detail. Here the stability properties of these periodic points

will be analyzed.

The transversality methods developed by Thorn and others gives information only

about the germ of a generic map and not about the map itself. Often a standard

theorem from analysis can be applied to yield information about the map. Indeed

this was the case for several of the types of periodic points in the classification but

for several others the existing literature was not sufficient. In order to establish the

stability of a periodic point the invariant curve theorem of Moser [4] is used and

in order to establish the instability of a periodic point a Liapunov function is

constructed. The stability or instability of each type of periodic point in the

classification is established.

Further discussion on the origin of the present problem in the theory of Hamil-

tonian differential equations can be found in [3].

2. Statement of the main theorem. Recall that F denotes the space of all

smooth maps <p: M x S -> M such that <ps = <?>(•, s): M-» M is a sympectic diffeo-

morphism for each seS=Sx where M is a compact, smooth, two-dimensional

symplectic manifold. ¡F has the topology of C°° maps and hence is a Baire space.

A point ix, s) e M x S is called a periodic point of least period m if <pf'x) = x and

m is the least positive integer for which this relation holds. The eigenvalues of

dcpfix) are called the multipliers of (x, s).

In [3] a residual set '¡S^F was defined such that if (x, s) is a periodic point of

cpeG then either it is (1) an extremal or (2) a transitional or (3) a hyperbolic or
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(4) an elliptic periodic point. If A, A-1 are the multipliers of (x, s) then roughly

speaking the classification is (1) A= +1, (2) A= -1, (3) A^ + 1, A real, (4) A^ ± 1, A

complex and |A| = 1. Further conditions are placed on the higher derivatives of cp

in the first two cases, and the reader is referred to [3] for the complete definitions

of these terms. Furthermore if (x, s) is an elliptic periodic point whose multipliers

are kth roots of unity then additional conditions were imposed on the higher deriva-

tives and such a point was called a /c-bifurcation point.

Here we shall further restrict those elliptic points which are not /c-bifurcation

points. Let (x, s) be a periodic point of least period m of cp e SP with multipliers

exp(±27Tü7/') where to is not a fraction of the form a/b,0<a<b^cl. Then by

Birkhoff's normalized procedure [1] there exists a symplectic chart (q, p) at x, q(x)

=p(x)=0, and a chart e at s, e(s) = 0, such that tpm: (q, p, c) ->• (g, P) where

q = r1'2 cos 6, p = r112 sin 6,

Q = R112 cos 0,       £ = £1/2 sin 0,

and

0 = e + 27Tco + ea(e) + ßx(e)r + ß2(e)r2+®x(8,r, e),

R = r+Rx(6,r,e),

with all displayed functions smooth in 9, r112, e and 27r periodic in 6. Moreover

@x = 0(r3) and Rx = 0(r*).

Definition 2.1. The periodic point (x, s) will be called a general elliptic periodic

point if w is irrational and /31(0)2 + /32(0)V0.

Note that the definition of general elliptic point is slightly different from that

found in many references since the first twist coefficient ßx(0) may be zero. One

cannot be assured that ßx is always nonzero when the map depends on a parameter.

The above definition is adequate for the application of the invariant curve theorem

to establish stability.

Definition 2.2. Let ^fc^ be the set of all 93 e & such that if (x, s) is a periodic

point of cp then (x, s) is either (1) an extremal or (2) a transitional or (3) a hyperbolic

or (4) a /c-bifurcation or (5) a general elliptic periodic point.

Clearly ¿fc^ and the only new requirement is (5).

The first theorem of this paper is a minor extension of the main theorem of our

previous paper, namely

Theorem 2.3. ¿f is residual in IF.

In the analysis of transitional periodic points [3, Proposition 1.13], and 4-

bifurcation points [3, Proposition 1.17], two additional subcases were considered

called cases (A) and (B). The main theorem of this paper is

Theorem 2.4. A periodic point of cpe$P is stable if it is either general elliptic;

k-bifurcation, k~¡z5; 4-bifurcation case, (B) ; or transitional case, (A) ; and in all other

cases it is unstable.
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Thus for an element <p e Jt the stability properties are completely classified by

the above scheme.

Of course the stability properties of many of these periodic points are already

known. For hyperbolic points see [2], for general elliptic or /c-bifurcation, k^5,

see [4] and for extremal see [3]. The instability of a periodic solution of a time

dependent Hamiltonian system of one degree of freedom in a case analogous to

our 3-bifurcation point was established in [6]. Also see [5] for a discussion of Levi-

Civita's proof of the unstability of 3-bifurcation points. We shall consider this case

directly and give a new proof via Liapunov functions. Thus the only cases considered

here are 3-bifurcation points and the two cases under transitional and 4-bifurcation

points.

3. The proof of Theorem 2.3. In order to establish Theorem 2.3 we need the

following extension of Lemma 2.4 of [3].

Lemma 3.1. Let />8 be an integer and (x, s) a fixed point of <pe¿F. Then there

exists a neighborhood U of (x, s) such that for each neighborhood °ll of <p there is a

i/ieW and

(a) each fixed point ofiifi in U is either hyperbolic, elliptic, extremal or transitional

and

(b) each fixed point ofifi in U whose multipliers are kth roots of unity 3^k^l are

k-bifurcation points and

(c) any other elliptic fixed point of ifi in U when written in the chart of §2 has

ßAO)2+ß2iO)2^0.

Moreover for each such <fs there is a neighborhood "fofx/s such that for all le y

the fixed points oft, in U are as described in (a), (b), (c) above.

Proof. Clearly the only new part to prove is (c) and so we can assume the lemma

with the exception of (c). Thus we need only consider the case when (x, s) is a fixed

point with multipliers exp (± 2ttojí), w^a/b, 0<a<A^8. Choose a chart iq,p, e)

as described in §2 with domain KxL, K^M and L<=S. Let L' be an open set with

closure contained in the interior of F and let 8: S—> R be a smooth function such

that S(F')=1 and 8(5-F)=0.

Consider the map g: F -s* R2: e -* (ßy(e), ß2ie)). By the elementary transversality

theorem there exists a g arbitrarily close to g on F such that the image of F by g

does not meet (0,0). Let g(e) = (ßy(e), ß2(e)). The new map is given by

i$,r,e)-*ie,R) where

0 = 0 + 2™ + eaie) + 8(e){ßy(e)r + ß2ie)r2} + ( 1 - Ö-(e)){ßy(e)r + ß2(e)r2} + 0,(0, re).

The second part of the lemma is clear.

Now the proof of Theorem 2.3 proceeds in the same manner as the proof of

Theorem 2.2 of [3] with the above lemma replacing Lemma 2.4.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.4. The next five lemmas analyze the stability properties

of the remaining cases and thus constitute the proof of Theorem 2.4.
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Lemma 4.1. The 3-bifurcation point is unstable.

Proof. Choose coordinates at the 3-bifurcation point as described in Lemma 1.14

of [3]. Since we are considering a fixed value of the parameter s e S it will be

suppressed in the notation. Compute cp3: (9, r) -> (03, £3) where

03 = e + y (cos 36)rll2 + 0(r),       R3 = r + 2y(sin 39)r312 + 0(r2).

Consider V=(sin36)r312 and compute AV=v(Q3, R3)-V(6,r) = 3yr2 + 0(r512).

Thus we have a scalar function V of variable sign whose difference AV is definite

in sign and thus by the usual Liapunov argument the point is unstable. The details

of such a proof are given in Proposition 1.11 of [3].

Lemma 4.2. The 4-bifurcation point is unstable if \ß\ < \y\.

Remark. This is the same as case (A) in Proposition 1.17 of [3].

Proof. Proceed as in the previous lemma but let V=(sin4d)r2 and compute

AK=4(y + j8cos4ö)/-3.

Lemma 4.3. The 4-bifurcation point is stable if \ß\ > \y\.

Remark. This corresponds to case (B) of Proposition 1.17 of [3].

Proof. Choose coordinates as before and compute y4: (9, r) -> (04, £4) where

04 = 9 + (ß + y cos 49)r+0(r312),       £4 = r + 2y(sin 49)r2 + 0(r512).

As the map stands the invariant curve theorem of Moser does not apply since the

coefficient of r in 04 depends on 9. Make the change of coordinates 9 = tp and

P = (ß+y cos 48)r and compute cp*: (cp, p) -> (<1>, £) where

<5> = <p + p + 0(p312),       P=p + 0(P2).

In these coordinates the invariant curve theorem can be applied to insure stability.

Note that the invariant curve theorem as given in [4] does not require the map to

be symplectic with the usual symplectic structure. It only requires that circles and

their images intersect. Thus even though the above change of variable is not

sympletic, the theorem can be applied in this case.

Lemma 4.4. Transitional periodic points are unstable if 2-n + a2> 0.

Remark. This corresponds to case (B) of Proposition 1.13 of [3].

Proof. Make the change of scale Q = p.RxP=p.2T, q = pr, p = p?t, where n>0.

Compute cp2: (r, t) -* (£2, £2) where

£2 = r- 2p.{t-ar2/2}+0(p2),       T2 = t-2p{art + y]r3} + 0(p2).

Consider the Liapunov function V=2rt—ar3 and compute

AV = V(R2, T2)-V(r,t)= -2p.(2t2-2ar2t + {2y] + 3a2/2}ri) + 0(p2).

Which is negative definite for p. small enough. Note (2i2 + 2ar2/+{27/-l-3a2/2}/-4)
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is a positive definite quadratic form in t and r2. Moreover the terms denoted by

0(p2) are at least cubic in / and r2. Thus again the standard Liapunov argument

establishes instability.

Lemma 4.5. Transitional periodic points are stable if2r¡ + a2 <0.

Remark. This corresponds to case (A) of Proposition 1.13 of [3].

Proof. Start with the same set of coordinates as in the previous lemma. Change

coordinates by x=slt2(t-ar2/2), y=sll2r where s= — {2-r¡ + a2)/A so that

<p2 : (x, y) -> (X, Y) where

X = x + Apy3 + 0(p2),        Y = y - 2/xx + 0(p2).

Let <p(0) = sinlemn 0, see Whittaker and Watson [7, p. 524], and let 1/1(6)

= (d/dd)<p(6). Change to the "polar coordinates" (p, 6) by x = p2</)(6), y = p<p(6) and

X=P2</j(Q), Y=P<p(Q). Since <p4 + </<2 = l, Pi=x2+yi andPi = X2+ Y\

P4 = X2+ F4 = (x + Apyz + 0(p2))2 + (y-2px + 0(p2)f

= x2 + ip.xy2 + 0(p2)+yi-%pxy:i + 0(p2) = p4 + 0(/x2).

Thus P=P + 0(p.2).

Let @ = 6+pb + 0(p?) where A is to be found.

Y = P<p(@) = p<p(S) + 0(p2) = P9(6) + pbp^(6)+0(p2)

= y + pxib/p) + Oip2).

By comparing with the above formula for Y we see that (A/p)= —2 or A= — 2p.

Thusip2: (0, p)<p2: (0, p) ->■ (0,F) where 0 = 0-2^p + O(jLi2)and the invariant curve

theorem can now be applied to insure stability.
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